With its soft aura, the Kloud® chair lends new meaning to comfort and design. It enhances any modern setting, whether public spaces, residential or hospitality. Kloud® embodies Nienkämper’s commitment to bringing the finest design to public spaces.

Frame:
Laminated wood base frame with rubber webbing under the fixed cushion. The foam body is supported with a tubular steel frame inside.

Seat and Back:
The seat and back are polyurethane foam covered in Fortrel®. Upholstered in leather or fabric.

4 1/2 yards of fabric to cover a single lounge chair, 6 yards to cover the two seat sofa and 7 1/2 yards to cover the three seat sofa.

Base:
The swivel disk base is upholstered to match the frame. MDF painted or fabric/leather covered base.

Refer to the Nienkamper Seating and Tables price list for more information or visit the Nienkämper website at www.nienkamper.com
The world around us is evolving to more organic, softer, fluid forms. The Kloud® chair and sofa are inspired by this evolution.

Kloud® from Nienkämper. Inspired by nature. Designed for today’s public spaces.